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BASIC SWIM MEET INFORMATION 

 

PLANNING FOR THE SWIM MEET 

IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE LATE OR CAN’T MAKE IT TO THE MEET FOR 
WHATEVER REASON PLEASE TEXT COACH MICHAEL 832-454-9598 

1. Check the information email for warm-up times. Please arrive by the time listed in the 
email or at least 20 minutes prior to warm-up start so your child will be ready to get in 
the water by warm-up time.  

2. If you are registered for a meet and cannot attend, please notify 
admin@springswimteam.com.  If it is the day of the meet please text Coach Michael @ 
832-454-9598.  

3. If your child is more than 30 minutes late for meet warm-up, he or she will not be in a 
relay.  

4. There is no refund for not attending a meet.  
 

WHAT TO BRING TO A MEET  

 

1. Team Suit- Recommended 
2. Backup suit- Take a spare suit of any color. When a suit is lost or rips you want a backup. 

Buying a suit at a meet may cost you more than you want to spend.  
3. Team Swim Cap - given out early season or at the swimmers first meet of the season.  
4. Racing goggles & spare goggles with name on them.  

o Racing goggles are tighter than training goggles and can really only be tolerated 
for the length of the race.  

5. At least 2 towels - Your swimmer will be wet and need to dry off after warm-ups and 
each event. Wet swimmers get cold and cold swimmers do not swim as fast as warm 
swimmers. Bring plenty of towels.  

6. Team t-shirts, sweatshirts, and or parka to wear between events  
7. Lawn chairs – Meets provide seating in the pool area bleachers for viewing races but 

setup is not allowed in this area.  Meet set will vary by location.  Sometimes they will 
offer only indoor or outdoor setup. Sometimes they will offer both.  This will be listed in 
the meet announcement.   

8. You may bring drinks and snacks for your child. Snacks are available for purchase at 
each meet  

9. Highlighter, Sharpie Pen and ball point pen  
10. Many indoor swimming pool areas may be rather warm and humid, make sure you bring 

cooler clothes in case you need them.  
11. Be prepared for quite a bit of down time between events.  Entertainment- There can be up 

to an hour between your swimmer’s events. Take something for them to do. Homework 
can be done but it runs a high risk of getting wet. Take cards, music, etc.  
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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU ARRIVE AT A MEET  

1. Look for other team members to establish a team area.  
2. Psyche Sheet or Heat Sheets. A psyche sheet is usually available for sale in the lobby or 

concession area of the pool. Depending on whether the meet is pre-seeded or not will 
determine how the heat sheet it printed.  Pre-seeded meets will list the swimmers in their 
assigned heats and lanes.  Meets that require check in will lists all swimmers in each 
event in order of "seed time". When the team entry is sent in, each swimmer and his/her 
previous best time (up to the date that the entry was submitted) in that event is listed. If 
the swimmer is swimming an event for the first time, he/she will be entered as a "no-
time" or "NT". A "no-time" swimmer will most likely swim in one of the last heats of the 
event. A Heat sheet may be available close to the start of the meet that lists the actual 
heat and lane a swimmer will be competing in 

3. Check-in 

• Make sure your swimmer checks in with his or her coach!  

• Sometimes a meet requires that you check in for your events at least 45 minutes 
before the start of the meet.  This information is in the meet announcement. 

o Most of the meets are "pre-seeded" and no check-in is required.  
o Sometimes a meet will require check-in for ALL events or only selected 

events.  When this is the case, you will need to circle the swimmer's name or 
"#" before each swimmer's name, in each event he or she is swimming, that 
day. If this is not done, the swimmer will not be allowed to swim that event. 
Check-in is required so that the people running the meet know who is actually 
at the meet. After check-in, the meet administrators "seed" the swimmers into 
heats. Heat and lane assignments will be posted, so be sure your swimmer 
knows where to look!  

4. Send your child over to the coach for warm-up. Look for the coach to be on deck behind 
one of the starting blocks. It is very important for all swimmers to warm-up with the 
team. A swimmer's body is just like a car on a cold day-he/she needs to get the engine 
going and warmed-up before he/she can go all out. 

5. While child is doing warm-up – locate your child’s events in heat sheet.  
6. Highlight event, heat number and lane number your child will be swimming.  
7. After warm-up, your swimmer will go back to the area where his/her team is sitting and 

wait there until his first event is called. This is a good time to make sure he/she goes to 
the bathroom if necessary, gets a drink, or just gets settled in. 

8. Don’t plan for your swimmer to sit with your family at every swim meet.  At some 
venues the swimmers will be sitting on deck with the coaches for the duration of the meet 
where parents will not have access to them.   Don’t worry, you can text the coaches if you 
need to contact your child.  

9. Meets are generally divided into morning and afternoon sessions.  Morning start times are 
much more dependable than afternoon start times: afternoon starts often depend on when 
the morning session ends.  Be prepared to be flexible if your swimmer is participating in 
the afternoon session.  Also be prepared to be a bit flexible about when the morning 
session ends… sometimes things can run late.  
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10. It is recommended that your child write their events, heat number and lane numbers on 
their legs or arms. This is done just after warm-up and prior to start of the meet. (Sharpie 
Pen) 

Swimmers don’t have heat sheets, so how do they keep track of what events they 
are swimming in?  By writing on themselves, of course.  Each swimmer will need 
to have on their arm or leg a grid showing the event number, the heat number, the 
lane number, and the stroke/distance.   
The example below has the swimmer participating in 2 events.   

In event 22, heat 3, lane 4, she will be swimming the 50 freestyle.   
In event 35, she will be swimming in the first heat in lane 2 for the 200 
individual medley.   

The swimmer can keep track of what event number is in progress by watching the 
scoreboard 

E H L S 

22 3 4 50Fr 

35 1 2 200IM 

  

 

DURING THE MEET  

 

1. Meet announcer will make announcements for each event. Please make sure you are 
listening to send your child down on time.  These announcements can sometimes be 
difficult to hear or can’t be heard at all.  Please be sure you are following the meet 
closely. 

2. Your child should check with the coach 2 events prior to their race for last minute 
instructions. 

3. The coach will tell your swimmer how many heats before his race to line in his lane 
behind the blocks.  

4. It is the parent’s and child’s responsibility to see that the child is at the starting block for 
each event on time.  

5. If your child is not on the starting block upon the call for their heat, they will be 
prohibited from swimming that event. Send them to their lane when they are young or 
new, but then allow them to take this responsibility as they become more experienced.  

6. According to USA Swimming rules (because of insurance purposes), parents are not 
allowed on deck unless they are serving in an official capacity. Similarly, all questions 
concerning meet results, an officiating call, or the conduct of a meet, should be referred 
to a coach. He or she in turn, will pursue the matter through the proper channels. 

7. If you want to take pictures, keep in mind that the flash from cameras interferes with the 
start of the race, so flash photography is definitely not permitted. 

8. Cheering on your swimmer and their teammates:  No, your swimmer probably can’t hear 
you cheering them on while they are swimming.  It doesn’t matter.  Cheer them on 
anyway!  Keeping the team’s energy pumping is a good thing.  Remember that the 
swimmers need to be able to hear at the start though, so shhhh at the start, then go ahead 
and show them your support! 
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9. Results are usually posted out in a hallway on the wall after events.  Usually there is a 
table set up not too far away where you or your swimmer can pick up awards.  You’ll 
need to be able to tell the people at the award table the name of the swimmer, the event 
number, and the place for the award you want to pick up. 

10. Awards:  At each meet, there are different awards structures.  All finishers above a 
certain place may receive ribbons; those in the top may get medals.  Check the heat sheet 
or meet announcement to find out the award structure.  Some meets will not send awards 
home with coaches if the swimmers don’t pick them up at the meet.  

11. HOT TOPIC - Timing Assignments  

• All families who have a swimmer entered in the meet are expected to help fill the 
timing chairs assigned to our team.   

• At this time, we are assigning every family to 1 shift per meet.   

• Shifts will be kept as short as possible to allow parents to spend as much time as they 
can during the meet with their families. 

• Penalties for not fulfilling timing assignment: 
o First offense: Written warning, Second offense: $50 fine,  Third offense: 

Suspension of meet privileges 

• TIMERS ON THE CLOCK 
o If you would like to time extra shifts and get paid $15 for it, please let us 

know 
o If you would like to pay someone $15 to time your shift please let us know. 

We have tried different methods of recruiting volunteers in the past and realized that we 
needed to make a change to achieve better results.  We are trying a new system this year.  
We will be making adjustments as needed as we progress through the season.  Anyone 
who has suggestions to improve the system to make it work more effectively and 
efficiently please email Donyale at admin@springswimteam.com.  

ONCE YOUR CHILD HAS SWUM THEIR EVENT  

 

1. Timers will give your child their time and at most meets the times will be electronically 
posted.  Meet Mobile is the App that is most widely used. 

2. Swimmers should be able to tell the coach what their time was when they talk to them.  
3. After each swim: 

o He/she is to ask the timers (people behind the blocks at each lane) his/her time. 
o The swimmer should then go immediately to his or her coach. The coach will 

discuss the swim with each swimmer.  
o Depending on the coach’s instructions, the swimmer may be asked to do some 

recovery swimming if a "warm down" pool or lanes are available. 
4. Generally, the coach follows these guidelines when discussing swims: 

o Positive comments or praise 
o Suggestions for improvement 
o Positive comments 

5. Things you, as a parent, can do after each swim: 
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o Tell him how great he did! The coaching staff will be sure to discuss stroke 
technique with him. You need to tell him how proud you are and what a great job 
he did. 

o Take him back to the team area and relax. 
o This is another good time to check out the bathrooms, get a drink or something 

light to eat. 
6. DQ or Disqualification – When a swimmer does not swim the stroke technically correct, 

the official will tell the child when he or she gets out of the water that they were 
disqualified. Developmental swimmers are frequently disqualified. Parents and children 
should look at this as a learning experience. As their stroke techniques improve, their 
frequency of disqualification will drop. Even more experienced swimmers will 
occasionally be disqualified.  

7. Officials are not allowed to engage in conversation with parents or swimmers during the 
meet. If you have a question about a disqualification in an event, please speak with the 
coach. They will address it with the Officials if they feel there was an error.  

 

BEFORE LEAVING THE MEET  
 

1. Check relay assignments with the coach.  If relays are at the end of the meet, please make 
sure you do not leave before checking the relay assignment. They can change during the 
meet. 

2. Clean your area.   
3. Thank your coaches and let them know you are leaving.  

 

MISCELLANEOUS  

 

1. Deck Entries – if you have not previously entered your child into an event or a meet, you 
may be able to deck enter your child - if space is available. You will have to check with 
the Clerk-of Course at that meet for availability. The average cost of deck entry per meet 
is double the normal entry fee, plus meets surcharges. 

2. Relays –The Coach will determine who will participate in the relay and assign the stroke 
and order.  If your swimmer is entered in a relay and is the cause of the relay is not being 
able to swim (some but not all examples are: you leave the meet; swimmer refuses to 
swim; sick; your swimmer doesn’t show up to event on time; etc.) the entire relay fee will 
be charged to your account.   

3. If you have any questions that have not been answered here, please do not hesitate to ask 
Coach Michael or email Donyale at admin@springswimteam.com 

 

 

Pay close attention to the scoreboard and announcer to keep track of your event and heat. 
 

Some events move very quickly and once it is time for you to get on the block, you must be 

prepared and in place.  
 

Check with coaches to see when you should return for your next event. 
 

Do not leave the meet until you have checked with your coach to see if you are on a relay. 
 

If you have any questions or concerns please email Donyale at 

admin@springswimteam.com or text 832-330-3696 


